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Abstract
Big data optimization problems provide many challenges as well as plenty of opportunities
for algorithm developers. Concerned with inherent huge computational burdens of the interior
point methods (IPMs) for solving optimization problems of large scales, many researchers and
practitioners tend to the first order methods (FOMs) such as the accelerated proximal gradient
methods and the alternating direction methods of multipliers for the rescue. While these FOMs
have indeed been successful in some interesting applications, they also encounter enormous
numerical difficulties in dealing with many real data optimization problems of big scales even with
a low or moderate solution quality. New ideas for solving these problems are highly sought both in
practice and in academic research. In this talk, I will explain how the second order sparsity (SOS)
property exhibited in big composite optimization models can be (and should be) intelligently
exploited to design scalable and efficient algorithms to overcome the mentioned numerical
difficulties either in IPMs or in FOMs. A highly efficient software called LassoNAL for solving the
well-known Lasso problem will be used to demonstrate how the key SOS property makes the
solving of big data optimization models realistic.
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